




USS Delphyne 9809.28

Nicke_:
<><><><><><><><><><><><><>RESUME MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><

XO_Grant:
::on the bridge::

FCO_Wall:
::is at FC on bridge::

CO_Kemet:
:: on runabout Sunstar... dropping out of warp near Delphyne ::

CMORevvik:
::in sickbay::

CTO_Nash:
::at tactical::

OPS_Lynam:
::On the bridge::

CEOMadred:
::in sickbay with Revvik::

Nicke_:
ACTION: sensors pick up the runabout

XO_Grant:
OPS: please notify me when we receive a message from the Capt

Sci_Psion:
::on the bridge::

CO_Kemet:
COM: Delphyne :  Captain Kem'et requesting permission to come aboard.

CEOMadred:
::walks into sickbay and gives a wave to Revvik the new CMO::

CSO_Ryan:
::on bridge at science 2

EO-Lefler:
::finally finished report of Torpedoe control::

CMORevvik:
::nods to the CEO and returns the wave::

EO-Lefler:
::heads for Main Engineering::

Sci_Psion:
CSO: Detecting the Capt. shuttle sir

CEOMadred:
::walks up to Revvik and looks around to see if there is anyone else in Sickbay::

CSO_Ryan:
Kemet:The captins runabout is on the sensors

XO_Grant:
CSO: acknowledged

OPS_Lynam:
XO: Incoming message from captain K'ement.

CEOMadred:
::notes that know one is in Sickbay with them:: Revvik: You busy?

XO_Grant:
COM:Runabout: this Delphyne you'are welcome to come aboard Capt

CMORevvik:
Madred: not really, just finishing some reports

FCO_Wall:
::has runabout on nav sensors, monitoring::

CO_Kemet:
:: brings runabout into transporter range :: *XO*:  Energize when ready.

CMORevvik:
Madred: anything I can help you with?

CEOMadred:
Revvik: I was hoping I could talk to you about  ..... a "rpoblem" I have been having.

CTO_Nash:
::going over some scans::

XO_Grant:
COM:Runabout: Beam him to bridge now

CEOMadred:
<problem>

EO-Lefler:
*CEO* Lefler to Chief. I'm in engineering. Torp report is on your desk.

CMORevvik:
Madred: go ahead

CO_Kemet:
@:: thanks pilot ::

CSO_Ryan:
::begins reviewing sensor reports on the readings form the tomorous system::

CMORevvik:
::motions for him to enter the office::

CEOMadred:
::taps his commbadge:: *EO*: Understood ... bring it to sickbay .... I want to see it on the double.

CEOMadred:
::moves into the CMO's office::

FCO_Wall:
::taps button for adjustments::

CMORevvik:
Madred: have a seat

EO-Lefler:
*CEO* On my way

XO_Grant:
Tac: beam the Capt from the runabout to the bridge

CEOMadred:
::sits and wrings hands together:: Revvik: Well, first of all, I should have come to talk to you about this a long time ago.

CTO_Nash:
xo:aye sir::beems the capt onbord::

EO-Lefler:
::gets in Turbo lift for Sickbay::

CEOMadred:
Revvik: But we have just been so busy that I have not had a chance.  What with this repair we have been conducting and all.

Sci_Psion:
CSO:  Orders sir.

XO_Grant:
ALL: ATTention , Capt on the Bridge

CO_Kemet:
:: materializes on bridge ::

CMORevvik:
Madred: yes go on

CO_Kemet:
ALL:  At ease.

CSO_Ryan:
Psion:cross referense these long range sensor readings with those known of emitting radio waves

XO_Grant:
::rises from CO Chair to greet Capt, no head butt::

CO_Kemet:
XO:  Good to be back aboard

FCO_Wall:
CO: welcome back

Sci_Psion:
CSO:  Yes sir.

EO-Lefler:
::walks into Sickbay and sees Madred:: Here you go chief.

CO_Kemet:
:: nods to crew ::

XO_Grant:
CO: shakedown cruise is smooth so far

CO_Kemet:
:: sits in chair and shakes it :: XO:  Good work with everything.

OPS_Lynam:
::Smiles Proudly:: Chairs are secure.

Sci_Psion:
::analyzes the sensor readings::

CO_Kemet:
XO:  conduct a red alert drill please :: remembering K'tarn's teachings ::

CEOMadred:
::notices the EO enter an stops talking briefly:: EO: Thank you ... ::takes the PADD and review it briefly:: EO: Very good ..... I want you to personally observe the live fire tests we will be conducting.  Take Traidrer and head up to Torpedo control.

XO_Grant:
CO: I thought about running yellow alert drill w/Mr. Nash but didn't want to spook radio sources

EO-Lefler:
CEO: Understood. ::heads out::

CEOMadred:
::turns back to COM as the EO leaves:: CMO: Sorry about that .........

XO_Grant:
MrNash: run your simplest red alert drill please

CMORevvik:
CEO: no problem

CSO_Ryan:
::continues long range scans of the tomorous system::

CMORevvik:
CEO: please continue

CTO_Nash:
xo:aye sir

OPS_Lynam:
::Monitors power systems::

EO-Lefler:
*Traidrer* Lefler to Traidrer. Meet me at Torpedoe control.

CEOMadred:
Revvik: Well, perhaps I should just show you ..... stands and pulls up a side of his uniform tunic revealing a dark and hard area of flesh on his right abdomen:: CMO: You see .... I am afraid I got hit with a little bit of phaser wash off a bulkhead in engineering when the androids were fighting down there ... several weeks ago.

Sci_Psion:
CSO: Analyses do not completely match known radio wave emissions.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: intermitant radio signals are received.......

XO_Grant:
::waiting::

CEOMadred:
<Traidrer> EO: Aye sir, on my way.  ::leaves ME and heads for deck 13::

CSO_Ryan:
Psion:send the readings to my console

CMORevvik:
CEO: hmmm, you did wait a while

OPS_Lynam:
CO:Captain I've got signals from the Tomorous system

CO_Kemet:
:: waiting for departments to report red alert status ::

FCO_Wall:
::maintains course::

Sci_Psion:
::sends reading to Science station 2::

OPS_Lynam:
::Starts tuning in the signal::

CEOMadred:
Revvik: I know .... I thought I could handle it.  I guess not, I think it is becoming infected.

CSO_Ryan:
::begins reveiwing readings

EO-Lefler:
::walks into Torp control. Heads to main computer console::

XO_Grant:
CTO: status of alert drill?

CMORevvik:
CEO: come out here, and lets have a look

CO_Kemet:
OPS:  Feed the coordinates to the FCO .

CMORevvik:
::exits the office::

CEOMadred:
::follows the CMO and continues to watch for other crew members in sickbay, hoping this can be done ....... discreetly::

CTO_Nash:
::runs simpelest red alert drill::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Aye sir

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: radio signals grow strong then weak.........

CSO_Ryan:
::thinks could be some kind of dominion trick we are at war i would go in ready for battle::

CMORevvik:
::notices the consern on his face as he looks around sickbay.  Grabs a tricorder::

OPS_Lynam:
::Traces signals to their source and feeds coordinates to FCO::

FCO_Wall:
::nods to OPS, coordinates recieved::

CEOMadred:
::winces slightly as he exposes the spot for the CMO to check out:: Revvik: I hope you understand ....... I would appreciate you being discreet about this.

CSO_Ryan:
::wonders what it could be::

XO_Grant:
CSO: is there evidence for temporal distortation ?

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the source indicates it is coming from the moon but it may not be

CSO_Ryan:
::scanning for temporal distortion::

CMORevvik:
::rusn the tricorder over the sore:: CEO: ok, anything you need

CEOMadred:
<Traidrer>:: arrives in Torpedo Control and smiles at the EO:: EO: So, what is the good word today?

EO-Lefler:
::Traidred walks in:: Oh good. Lets begin testing sequence startup. I'll inform the bridge.

CO_Kemet:
FCO:  Set course. 1/4 impulse.

XO_Grant:
CTO: that was a slow drill to complete

FCO_Wall:
CO: aye sir ::sets course::

CSO_Ryan:
CO:sir its possible sensors are not clear

OPS_Lynam:
::Continues tuning the signal trying to clean it up::

CMORevvik:
::grabs a hypospray:: CEO:  how badly is it hurting you?

CTO_Nash:
xo:sorry sir should i run it agian

CEOMadred:
<Traidrer>::nods::

CEOMadred:
::winces again:: CMO: Not so bad ......

FCO_Wall:
CO: steady on 1/4 impulse toward desinated coordinates

CSO_Ryan:
::attempts to clean up the readings::

XO_Grant:
CTO: lower us to green then run it again

EO-Lefler:
*XO*: Lelfer to Bridge. We are ready to run Torpedoe control test here when you are.

CTO_Nash:
xo:aye sir

XO_Grant:
*Mr.Lefler*: acknowledged

CTO_Nash:
lowers to green and runs red alert agian::

CEOMadred:
<Traidrer>::gets his scanning equipment ready to note any problems in the tube when they launch the weapon::

CMORevvik:
CEO: I can give you a small dose of pain killer.

CO_Kemet:
:: thinks maybe crew had too much R&R.  Or maybe been working too hard ::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Sir, the signal source is not solid.  I can't say for sure it's on the moon we're headed to.

CSO_Ryan:
XO:sir i recommend holding off on the torpedo tests until we find out what it is out there

CEOMadred:
CMO: That is definitely not neccessary.  Just patch me up Doc ..... I still have to run this ship.

XO_Grant:
CTO: when finished with this drill we will move on to more sophosticated test

CMORevvik:
CEO: it looks like it has just begun to get infected. This shouldn't take very long.

OPS_Lynam:
::Filters background noise::

CO_Kemet:
OPS:  WOrk with science and get a work up on it.  I want to know what it is.

FCO_Wall:
CO: eta 4 min to coordinates

CMORevvik:
CEO: ok

CTO_Nash:
xo:aye sir

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: The waves seem to be an old sos

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Aye sir.

CTO_Nash:
xo:done sir

XO_Grant:
CSO: acknowledged

Sci_Psion:
::pondering what the signal could be::

CMORevvik:
::taps some buttons on the hypo and aplies it to his neck. ::

CSO_Ryan:
CO:sir it appears to be an old style sos

CEOMadred:
::notes the CMO giving him a hypo in the neck and begins to pull away, then thinks better of it::

CO_Kemet:
CSO:  Old?  How old?  Is it coming from the moon? :: looks at the XO ::

OPS_Lynam:
CSO: Here is what I've got so far. Can you compare the bandwidth to old Earth vessels and come up with an I.D.?

XO_Grant:
CTO: acknowledged, much better this time

CTO_Nash:
xo:aye sir

CSO_Ryan:
OPS:Compareing it now

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the moon appears to be acting like a relay

FCO_Wall:
CO: approaching coordinates

CMORevvik:
CEO: this should decrease the infection in a few hours.  If you have any problems or questions let me know

EO-Lefler:
::runs preliminary scans on Torpedoe guidance systems.

CSO_Ryan:
Computer:compare the signle to all old style earth ships

CO_Kemet:
:: thinks back to last intermittent signal and trouble ::

CMORevvik:
CEO: other wise you are free to go about your duties

CEOMadred:
CMO: Understood .... and thank you Revvik.  ::hops off bio bed::

CSO_Ryan:
CO:sir it appears to be coming from the moon

XO_Grant:
:: activates comm badge on deck 8 to set off intruder alert::

CO_Kemet:
:: walks over to CSO, and looks at data over his shoulder ::

CEOMadred:
::begins to leave the Sickbay .... and then rethinks it and turns:: CMO: Also, schedule for my physical some time soon ...... I still have not had one since coming on board.

Sci_Psion:
CSO:  Could we send a signal back along the path to acertain an origin?

CMORevvik:
CEO: oh and one more thing

CEOMadred:
<Traidrer> ::begins drumming his fingers on the torpedo tube waiting::

CTO_Nash:
sir inrtuder alert on deck 8

CSO_Ryan:
Psion:yes give it a try

CEOMadred:
::looks back at CMO:: Revvik: Yes?

Sci_Psion:
::prepares to emit signal::

CMORevvik:
CEO: don't get to active. Like running or high energy activities.  or you won't be feeling so well

XO_Grant:
CTO: investigate it, test force fields and send sec teams to search for cause

EO-Lefler:
Traidrer: You ever get the feeling you were being ignored?

CO_Kemet:
:; watches crew work, noting the new ensign ::

CEOMadred:
::nods and turn to leave the sickbay letting the door close behind him::

Sci_Psion:
CSO: I am emitting a steady signal at the same amplitude.

CTO_Nash:
xo:aye sir

CTO_Nash:
::sets a force field

CSO_Ryan:
Psion:good work report any findings

CEOMadred:
<Traidrer> ::chuckles softly:: EO: You have obciously not worked under Chief Madred very long .......

OPS_Lynam:
::Monitors new signal to trace its path::

CTO_Nash:
sec teams to deck 8

EO-Lefler:
::runs level 1 scan of torpedoe onboard sensor panel::

CEOMadred:
<obviously>

FCO_Wall:
CO: we reached the coordinates

EO-Lefler:
Traidrer: Sounds promising

CO_Kemet:
FCO:  Aye, hold here til SCI gives us some new data.

CEOMadred:
::walks down the corridor heading for Main Engineering::

CTO_Nash:
xo:force field holding sec teams have found the couse

FCO_Wall:
CO: aye

CMORevvik:
::walks to computer console recording the treatment made on Madred in his medical records::

FCO_Wall:
::pushes buttons, all stop::

Sci_Psion:
::modulates amplitude of the wave::

CEOMadred:
*EO*: What are the results of the Torpedo Live Fire test?  ::enters ME and nods to Jackson::

CSO_Ryan:
CO:sir i sugest we investigate the astroid

OPS_Lynam:
CSO: I suggest we run a scan of the moon, just to be sure.

CSO_Ryan:
::does a level 2 scan of the moon::

FCO_Wall:
::ship slows to a stop::

EO-Lefler:
*CEO* : Nothing yet Sir. Bridge currently engaged in situation. No chance for live fire test.

CO_Kemet:
CSO:  Can the moon support life?

FCO_Wall:
::monitors panel::

CSO_Ryan:
CO:scanning no it cant

XO_Grant:
CTO: what is cause?

EO-Lefler:
*CEO*: All preliminary scans done though

CEOMadred:
*XO*: Sir, are we going to be able to test the torpedo systems anytime soon? ::frowns slightly that the test was not performed already::

CSO_Ryan:
CO:it has minimal atmosphere

CTO_Nash:
Com Bage

XO_Grant:
::deactivates comm badge::

CEOMadred:
::moves to his office in ME with Lefler's report in his hand::

CO_Kemet:
CSO:  Scan for debris from a down vessel.  The signal may help us to identify what we are exactly looking for.

CSO_Ryan:
CO:sir we could beam a party in preasure suits on it

CSO_Ryan:
CO:aye sir

XO_Grant:
CTO: good work, return us to yellow alert and await further instructions

CSO_Ryan:
::begins scans::

CTO_Nash:
::shuts off force field and puts ship on yellow alert::

CEOMadred:
::tosses Lefler's report on his desk and moves out into ME looking around, noting all the engineers going about there duties ..... everything as normal.  Continues to wait for Grant to respond::

CMORevvik:
*CEO*  for your physical.  Let me know when you have some free time so I can perform it?

XO_Grant:
CO: simplest red alert and intruder alert drills satisfactorally done

CEOMadred:
*CMO*: Of course, doctor.  ::grows impatient::

CO_Kemet:
XO:  Good work.  We'll need to keep the crew tactically alert.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the dels signal bounces off some unknown force field

CSO_Ryan:
CO:sir our sensors are bounceing off some unkown force field

CMORevvik:
::enters office and sits down, pondering what that dream was all about::

EO-Lefler:
*CEO*: Since I am already here sir i thought i would take a look inside the torpedoe tube launch mechanism. Run a check on mechanical since all programs checks out OK

CEOMadred:
::gives up waiting and coms Grant again:: *XO*: Commander, any chance of getting this live fire drill out of the way?

Sci_Psion:
CSO:  Attempting to scan for a power source sir.

CSO_Ryan:
::atempts to disern the nature of the field::

CO_Kemet:
CSO:  Can you modulate the sensors to penetrate?

CSO_Ryan:
CO:possibly

XO_Grant:
CO: i recommend caution here, maybe we could move ship to another position to get different readings and avoid trap

FCO_Wall:
::continues to monitor panel::

CO_Kemet:
XO:  Acknowledged.  We' re not going to take any unnecessary risks.

CSO_Ryan:
::thinks why not just blow up the astroid::

XO_Grant:
CSO: perhaps a probe would increase our data

CO_Kemet:
CSO:  Try it.  Also see if maybe a transporter can penetrate it.

CSO_Ryan:
CO:preparing a level 3 probe

CSO_Ryan:
CO:probe ready for launch

CEOMadred:
*EO*: Okay, the test is officially cancelled.  I am heading up to the bridge.  I want you to take over engineering, report back here on the double.  Leave Traidrer up there to observe in case we fire any torps.  ::stirdes out of Main Engineering a little miffed::

XO_Grant:
CTO: launch the probe for the CSO

CO_Kemet:
CSO:  launch

CSO_Ryan:
::launchs probe::

CEOMadred:
<Traidrer> ::hears the CEO's com and nods to the EO that he will stay in torpedo control::

CTO_Nash:
xo:aye sir::launches probe

EO-Lefler:
*CEO* Understood Chief. On my way.

CSO_Ryan:
::begins to see readings::

CEOMadred:
::enters a TL and leans against a wall .... just a little winded from the walking:: TL: Bridge.

EO-Lefler:
::heads out and twards TL::

CSO_Ryan:
CO:sir the force field appears to surround the astroid

XO_Grant:
::arches eyebrow at mention of a force field about an asteroid::

EO-Lefler:
::Walks into Main Engineering and walks to master systems display::

CSO_Ryan:
CO:uh i mean it appears to be in space

CEOMadred:
::hears the TL whir its way up into the ship::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Captain, the source of the signalis not onthe moon below.

Sci_Psion:
CSO: Can we use the probe to triangulate a direction for the originating message?

CSO_Ryan:
CO:the moon is a relay for the message

CO_Kemet:
CSO:  Can you plot a course to follow the signal?  Where is the origination?

CEOMadred:
<Jackson> ::nods and grimaces at the EO as he sees him enter Main Engineering::

EO-Lefler:
::Nods at Jackson. Runs check on all systems. Nothing interesting::

CEOMadred:
::the TL opens on the bridge and Madred steps out ...... it suddenly occurs to him that this is his first time "on" the bridge since it was swapped out::

CO_Kemet:
XO:  Run a signal search and see if this matches up with any signatures of missing vessels.

CSO_Ryan:
CO:yes sending it to helm now

XO_Grant:
::sends signal pattern to computer library searching for a match::

XO_Grant:
CO: aye sir

FCO_Wall:
::nods to CSO:: recieved

XO_Grant:
::looks for a match to Federation ships::

CO_Kemet:
CSO:  Is it within this system or deep space?

XO_Grant:
:: looks for match with Klingon ships::

XO_Grant:
::looks for match with Bajoran ships::

CEOMadred:
::glances around noticing that there is a lot of activity....also sees the new CO, did not realize he was back on the ship::

EO-Lefler:
::catches up on sensor logs for last 10 min:: No one told me about any signal

CSO_Ryan:
CO:this system

CEOMadred:
::moves to the Engineering station::  *Eng*: Transfer engineering to the bridge.

XO_Grant:
::looks for match with Cardassian ships::

CO_Kemet:
FCO:  Set intercept course, engage 1/2 impulse.

CEOMadred:
::watches as his station lights up::

XO_Grant:
::looks for match with Romulan ships::

CO_Kemet:
:: sees CEO Madred, nods ::

EO-Lefler:
::sees little light that shows Eng panel on bridge is activated::

Sci_Psion:
::still scanning::

FCO_Wall:
CO: aye ::intercept laid in::

CMORevvik:
::looks at the schedule," check the status of all Med Tricorders"::

XO_Grant:
:: looks for match with Dominion ships::

CSO_Ryan:
::continues scanning for signal::

OPS_Lynam:
::Has weird idea, looks for a match with known BORG signals::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: The signal matches no Known shiip

FCO_Wall:
::engages::

XO_Grant:
::looks for match with macqui ship::

XO_Grant:
CO: no match found sir

CEOMadred:
::turns back to the rest of the bridge and watches the activity, notes the CO looking at him and nods back, good to see Kem'et in one peice ... wonders if they have any mutual friends on Quo'noS::

EO-Lefler:
Jackson: You hear anything about a signal?

CMORevvik:
::exits the office heading for a  storage locker::

CO_Kemet:
XO:  Okay, we're going to have to do this the hard way.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: Out of Nowhere a Large ball of "fire" moves in on the ship

CEOMadred:
<Jackson> ::looks at the EO with some amount of disgust:: EO: You are kidding right?  It has only been the talk of the ship for the last week.  Weren't you at the mission briefing?

CMORevvik:
::pulls out 3 tricorders setting them on a cart::

CO_Kemet:
:: sees it on main viewer ::

XO_Grant:
CO: i recommend evasive action

CO_Kemet:
ALL:  Red Alert

OPS_Lynam:
ALL: INCOMING!

EO-Lefler:
Jackson: I knew about that. I was just asking if you have recieved and updates

CEOMadred:
::notices the ball of fire on the view screen and turns back to this systems monitor waiting for an impact::

Sci_Psion:
::scanning 'fire' ball::

CO_Kemet:
CTO:  Shields up!

XO_Grant:
::braces himself::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the Ball of "fire"/energy continues moving in on the Del

FCO_Wall:
::evasive manuvers::

CSO_Ryan:
::hopes he moves the ship::

CMORevvik:
::opens them scans room to check funtionality::

CTO_Nash:
::activates red alert::

CO_Kemet:
FCO:  Evade, best speed.

EO-Lefler:
::Locks ME down into RED Alert::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the Ball of Fire moves with the ship

FCO_Wall:
CO: already doing it! sir

CSO_Ryan:
::watchs it continue to move closer::

CEOMadred:
<Jackson> ::notes the red alert and runs to his battle station ..... also in Main Engineering observing the warp core intermix ratio::

CTO_Nash:
::rais"s shiels

CO_Kemet:
CSO:  Range to fire ball?

CTO_Nash:
::shields are up::

CSO_Ryan:
CO:10000 kilometers and closing

EO-Lefler:
::worries about untested Torpedoes::

CEOMadred:
<Traidrer> ::notes the red alert and leaves torpedo control heading for his battle station::

CO_Kemet:
CTO:  Prep weapons.  I want torpedos ready :: looks at Mr. Madred.

CSO_Ryan:
CO:i estimate impact in 10 seconds

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the fire ball moves in..........

OPS_Lynam:
::Scans fireball::

CTO_Nash:
co:aye sir

CEOMadred:
::begins a level 5 diagnostic of the warp core protocols::

FCO_Wall:
CO: its seems to match every move i make!!

CMORevvik:
::hears and alarm sound comming from the tricorder::

XO_Grant:
CO: we could try warp to escape

CTO_Nash:
co:wepons are online and redy

OPS_Lynam:
::Thinks "well there goes the new paint job"

EO-Lefler:
::At Main Engineering display. Reports to comp on bridge Engineeing Battle Ready::

CO_Kemet:
XO:  Make it so, get us out of here.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the fire ball overtakes the Delphyne sending a wave of energy through the ship...........

CSO_Ryan:
CO:if you want to use torpedos better ust them now

CEOMadred:
::tuns to the CO at the mention of torpedos and gives him a nod:: CO: Torpedos system are operational.

XO_Grant:
FCO: warp 3 to SB191

CEOMadred:
<turns>

CO_Kemet:
OPS:  How powerful??.... :: staggers on his feet ::

FCO_Wall:
XO: aye ::engages::

Sci_Psion:
CSO: Our hull is being penetrated by an energy field.

CMORevvik:
::notice the room is full of CO2, way above the norm levels::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the fireball had lost intesity as it hit the Delphyne......

CO_Kemet:
FCO:  Belay that order.  Hold position.

EO-Lefler:
::holds on to display table durring shock wave::

CEOMadred:
::notes Main Engineering readiness on his display and smiles tightly ..... Lefler is doing a good job::

CO_Kemet:
CSO:  What the hell just hit us?

CEOMadred:
::is shaken slightly::

OPS_Lynam:
::Holds on::

EO-Lefler:
Jackson: Check the containment field

FCO_Wall:
::all stop::

CMORevvik:
::runs to the internal scanner display, scanning the room,::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: computer systems begin to short

CptGarek has been made a speaker

CTO_Nash:
::holds on::

CO_Kemet:
*CEO*:  Damage report?

CptGarek has been made a spectator

CEOMadred:
<Jackson> ::nods:: EO: Already on it ....... system nominal

CSO_Ryan:
CO:a large ball composed of plasma and high emp readings

XO_Grant:
::sends out order to send out damage control teams::

CMORevvik:
::as he touches the console it shorts out::

Sci_Psion:
CSO: There seem to be an intelligence at work here.  Shall I try a telepathic link?

CEOMadred:
::turns to the CO:: CO:Things look good ..... I think the fireball lost its intensity before it hit us.

CO_Kemet:
XO:  Did someone just fire on us?

CMORevvik:
::checks another tricorder, the same, and another.  All the tricorders are reading the same::

CO_Kemet:
CEO:  Aye

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the radio signal gets stronger and after a few moments, another fire ball moves in toward the Delphyne

CSO_Ryan:
::watchs as pannal shorts out next to him::

EO-Lefler:
::Scans shield and deflector system::

CEOMadred:
::turns back to his console and notes computer problems starting to show up::

CO_Kemet:
FCO:  Evade.

FCO_Wall:
::evasive manueavers:::

XO_Grant:
CO: I started the ball on the damage control teams, i recommend we leave this system

CO_Kemet:
CTO:  Fire at that thing!

CSO_Ryan:
CO:sir another one is imbound

EO-Lefler:
::Minimal damage to shield::

CTO_Nash:
co:aye sir

CSO_Ryan:
::braces for impact::

XO_Grant:
::notices his panel is showing eratic signals::

CEOMadred:
::tries to narrow down the computer damage::

CTO_Nash:
::fires at the ball::

FCO_Wall:
::braces for impact::

CTO_Nash:
holds on::

EO-Lefler:
::Notices computer damage signal::

CO_Kemet:
CTO:  Figure out where that signal is coming from.

CEOMadred:
*EO*: Get damage control team alpha up the computer core, now.  ::watches as another fireball comes there way::

CTO_Nash:
co:aye sir

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the fireball moves in...its strength is stronger than the last one

EO-Lefler:
Traidrer: You heard the man. Take team Alpha to the core

CO_Kemet:
XO:  We just got this ship back together, I need options.

CMORevvik:
*XO*  I am having all of my tricorders read dangerously high CO2 emmisions

Sci_Psion:
CSO: There was a change in intensity of the radio emission just as we were fired upon.  Should we attempt a jamming signal?

CSO_Ryan:
CO:sir we need more power to the aft sheilds

FCO_Wall:
::increase to full impulse, evasive manuevers::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the co2 readings continue to rise

CSO_Ryan:
psion:do it and hurry

XO_Grant:
CO: I remember we have that gaseous anomaly in lab that acts like fire suppression foam

CEOMadred:
<Traidrer> ::nods:: EO: Aye sir ::motions for the rest of the team to follow him down the corridor and begins at a jog::

CTO_Nash:
holds on::

CEOMadred:
::attempts to boost shield power::

CMORevvik:
::begins to get a shortness in breath::

Sci_Psion:
::emits jamming signal at an inverse amplitude of radio signal::

XO_Grant:
CO: we could dump that gas onto fireball

CO_Kemet:
XO:  Do it!

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the "fireball" is closing

CMORevvik:
Sickbay: everyone out NOW!

XO_Grant:
CO: hopefully it would quech it

EO-Lefler:
Outloud: Diverting power to Core shielding

CSO_Ryan:
CO:sir we could try a torpedoe balst infront of it

FCO_Wall:
CO: im trying!!! but its matches every move

XO_Grant:
CSO: eject fire suppression gas thru shields onto fireball

CO_Kemet:
FCO:  Keep trying.

CSO_Ryan:
XO:aye

CEOMadred:
<Jackson> EO: Core is stable ...... no problems here.  ::grips his console tightly::

CSO_Ryan:
::begins ejecting the gas

FCO_Wall:
All: hold on

CO_Kemet:
CTO:  Did that torpedo do any good?

CSO_Ryan:
::doesnt think we will have enough::

CMORevvik:
::stands at door rushing everyone out of sickbay::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the fire suppression gas hits its target..............

CEOMadred:
::braces::

CTO_Nash:
co:no sir

EO-Lefler:
Jackson: Lets just hope we don't get hit too much

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the fireball INCREASES in intesity!!!

EO-Lefler:
::holds on tight::

FCO_Wall:
::evasive manuever sudden jolt to port::

CEOMadred:
<Jackson> ::nods vehemently::

CO_Kemet:
FCO:  Go to warp NOW!

CMORevvik:
::looks around:: outloud: that is the last of them.   Comp: seal sickbay

XO_Grant:
:: grabs onto chair to steady himself::

FCO_Wall:
Aye ::engages::

FCO_Wall (Sound - Warp.wav):

CEOMadred:
<Traidrer> ::arrives with Damage Control Team Alpha in the Core::

CMORevvik:
::watches as the door shuts then the airtight seal is acheived::

EO-Lefler:
*Traidrer* Hows it look up there?

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the Delphyne moves to warp and just misses the fireball

CO_Kemet:
FCO:  All stop.

CSO_Ryan:
::lets out a sigh::

CEOMadred:
<Traidrer> *EO*: We just got here sir ..... give us a minute to check some things out.  ::sweats slightly:: Damage Team: It is hot in here.

CO_Kemet:
ALL:  Someone tell me what just happened!

XO_Grant:
CSO: report status of fireball

FCO_Wall:
CO: aye ::all stop::

Sci_Psion:
::scanning telemetry of the fireball::

CMORevvik:
*XO*  I have had to evacuate Sickbay.  The CO2 level have risen to fatal levels!

CSO_Ryan:
XO:it is disapating

CEOMadred:
CO: Starship systems all appear with normal limits ...... very little damage, sir.

CEOMadred:
<within>

XO_Grant:
CO: i suspect fireball is defensive weapon for a storage facility for long gone race

EO-Lefler:
::Tries to modify Inertial Dampners to compinsate for shcok waves::

CO_Kemet:
XO:  Did it scan us?  how did we set it off?

CEOMadred:
::overhears com:: *CMO*: Understood ...... I will get a team there as soon as possible.

XO_Grant:
CO: history files report this space was home to LLLath a secretive race dead about 800 years ago

CSO_Ryan:
XO:maybe not so dead after all

XO_Grant:
CO: i suspect our scans triggered defense system

CEOMadred:
*EO*: Get Damage Control Team Bravo to sick bay ..... over see them personnally.  The Doctor has a CO2 leak somewhere, pin it down.

CO_Kemet:
XO:  Alright, take us back in with complete emission control.  I want no signals to leave this ship.  Visual scanning only.

CSO_Ryan:
CO:we could send some probes ahead of us and then shut down all sensors and just use the probes

CMORevvik:
::coughs and weases, gasping for oxygen::

EO-Lefler:
*CEO* On my way Cheif

XO_Grant:
CO: however the lllath not known for sending out radio signals from their installations

EO-Lefler:
Eng: Bravo team. Lets go.

CEOMadred:
<Jackson> ::takes over engineering as the EO leaves with the rest of damage control team Bravo::

CO_Kemet:
CSO/SCI:  I want analyses.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the med bay and lower decks show high CO2 readings

EO-Lefler:
::tight fit in TL:: Sickbay

CMORevvik:
::leads everyone away from the door to sickbay::

CO_Kemet:
CEO:  Damage report

CTO_Nash:
xo:the signal might have been what is left of another ship that encouunterd the same thing we just encounterd

XO_Grant:
CTO: acknowledged

CEOMadred:
CO: I have two teams working on the critical damage areas ...... the computer core and sickbay ...... or than that we seem to have weathered the storm just fine.  ::turns back to his station::

EO-Lefler:
Computer: Set up enviromental field around CO2 consentration

XO_Grant:
CO: radio signals might have originated from probes sent by relic thieves

EO-Lefler:
<Comp> Field in plave

CO_Kemet:
OPS: :: seeing data :: Increase power to the life support system, clean up the mess in sickbay.

EO-Lefler:
Bravo team: Ok, every one put your masks on.

XO_Grant:
CO: thieves might have hoped that we would overcome the defense system so that they could steal stuff

CEOMadred:
<Traidrer> ::begins to get his team down and dirty with the computer core::

CEOMadred:
<Yang> ::as a member of Bravo team, he dons and environmental mask::

XO_Grant:
CO: i recommend we clear ship of CO2 first

CO_Kemet:
XO:  sounds plausible, but we've got orders to investigate.

Sci_Psion:
CO: The sensors were of an intelligence.

CMORevvik:
::breathes hevily::

CO_Kemet:
XO:  Clear the ship first.  Then we go back.

CEOMadred:
<and=his>

CO_Kemet:
:: thinks, i hate running away ::

Sci_Psion:
sensors=signals

EO-Lefler:
::TL opens. Walks out of TL leading Bravo Team::

CEOMadred:
CO: Now that we are out of the woods, sir, I am heading down to sickbay ...... check on conditions there.  ::turns to enter the TL::

EO-Lefler:
::scans area with Tricorder::

CEOMadred:
::enters the TL:: TL: Deck 16

FCO_Wall:
CO: well the ship past manearable test I say ::jokes:: after that.

EO-Lefler:
No leaks. COMP: Vent CO2

CMORevvik:
::feels faint:: ALL: I think the CO2 got outside of SB

CO_Kemet:
CSO/SCI:  Come up with some way for the shields to block that weapon if possible.

EO-Lefler:
<COMP> Venting......Area secure

CEOMadred:
::the TL stops on deck 16 and Madred makes his way towards sickbay::

CSO_Ryan:
CSO:aye sir

XO_Grant:
:: pulls up report on ventilation, notes engineers making progress::

CMORevvik:
::feels the preasure taken off his chest::

EO-Lefler:
::Scans air. Checks out:: Ok Bravo team. Masks off. Start checking for structural damage

CEOMadred:
::sees the CMO sitting in the corridor and moves to him kneeling down:: Revvik: You okay, Doctor?

CEOMadred:
<Yang> ::takes off his mask and begins a structural examination of sickbay::

CO_Kemet:
:: reviewing damage on PADD ::

CMORevvik:
Madred: I'll be fine. Just get some Oxygen down here quickly

FCO_Wall:
::monitors panel and awaits::

XO_Grant:
CO: Our ventilation is returning to normal

EO-Lefler:
CEO: Everything looks ok sir. No leaks, No damage

CO_Kemet:
XO:  Good.  I want a department head meeting before we go back.

CEOMadred:
::stands and enters sickbay finding an oxygen canister and bringing it out into the corridor:: EO: Good work, now help with the injured.  ::kneels down next to doctor handing over oxygen canister::

XO_Grant:
CO: i recommend we could straight to 3rd planet , side away from moon and creep up on signal source quietly

XO_Grant:
CO: i mean go straigt to 3rd planet

EO-Lefler:
::grabs med-kit:: Heads to nurse sitting on floor::

Nicke_AGM:
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